Honeywell smart thermostat wiring diagram

Last Updated: December 13, References. This article was co-authored by our trained team of
editors and researchers who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. This article has
been viewed 59, times. Learn more This wikiHow teaches you how to install a Nest thermostat,
which is a smart thermostat that automatically adjusts the temperature based on your habits, in
your home. Many people are seeing benefits in a smart thermostat as they can save money and
change the temperature and monitor their schedule on their phones. In order to install the Nest
thermostat, you would have to uninstall your current thermostat, if you have centralized heating
and cooling. Start by turning off the circuit breaker for your thermostat to avoid electrocuting
yourself. Finally, connect the wires to their corresponding holes in the base plate and attach the
display plate. Did this summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of people around
the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed
enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider
supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in
incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to continue. No
account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By
using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow.
Part 1 of Unpack your Nest kit. You should have several items that came with your Nest unit: [1]
X Research source Labels - You'll use these to mark your thermostat's wires. Screwdriver Used for screwing the Nest base plate into the wall. Screws - See above. Trim plate - A
rectangular wall plate. Optionally used to cover old screw holes. Nest unit - The Nest thermostat
itself. This may be separated into a base plate and a display unit; if not, separate them before
proceeding. Turn off the power to your thermostat. Find your circuit breaker and flip the
thermostat's switch to the "Off" position. This is incredibly important, as failing to do so may
result in a blown fuse or electrocution. Unscrew the thermostat's cover. The Nest unit comes
with a Phillips screwdriver, but you may need a different screwdriver to remove the current
thermostat from the wall. Label the wires. You should see labels next to the wires that are
plugged into the back of the current thermostat. Use the corresponding labels that came with
your Nest unit to tag the connected wires. Remove any wires from the thermostat. Once you've
labeled the thermostat's wires, you can remove the thermostat face from the wall, unplugging
the wires as you do so. Set aside the old thermostat. You should now be left with several wires
poking out of a hole in the wall, meaning that you can proceed with installing the Nest
thermostat. Part 2 of Thread the labeled wires through the Nest base's center hole. All of the
previously connected wires should fit through the center hole in the Nest unit's base plate.
Place the Nest base against the wall. It should rest flat against the wall. Make sure that the base
is level. At the bottom of the Nest base plate, there should be a bubble level; you want the
bubble to be placed directly between the two posts in the center of the level. Mark the base's
screw holes. Once the Nest base plate is level, you can mark the screw holes to ensure that the
plate remains level after you screw it in. Screw the base into the wall. Using the included
screwdriver or a drill and the included screws, attach the Nest unit to the wall. Connect the
wires. Match each wire's label up to the corresponding label on the base plate, then insert each
wire into the appropriate hole. A tab at the end of the hole should snap into place once the wire
has been properly connected. Attach the Nest display plate thermostat. Line up the rectangular
connector at the bottom of the display plate with the rectangular port at the bottom of the base
plate, then push the display onto the base plate. It should fit firmly into place. Now that the Nest
thermostat has been installed, you can proceed with setting up its preferences. Part 3 of Turn
back on the thermostat's power. Flip your thermostat's circuit breaker switch back to the "On"
position. This should power on the Nest unit, from which point you can proceed with setting up
the Nest. Press the Nest ring twice when prompted. Select a Wi-Fi network. Press the ring when
you see the "CONNECT" prompt, then select your current network by turning the Nest dial
clockwise until the network is highlighted and then pressing the ring. Enter your Wi-Fi network
password. Confirm the wiring screen. Press the ring on the screen that displays a diagram of
the connected wires to confirm that your Nest's wires are properly installed. If one or more of
the connections has a red dot over the connector, you may need to tighten the wire. Answer the
on-screen instructions. Set your preferred temperature. Turn the Nest dial clockwise to increase
the temperature, or turn it counterclockwise to decrease the temperature. You'll see the
projected temperature in the middle of the Nest display, while the current temperature will show
next to a white line on the edge of the display. You probably need to get a new thermostat. You
should pay a little more for one of higher quality. The cheap ones don't last. Not Helpful 0
Helpful 1. If you only have three wires, you probably do not have a heater. Not Helpful 4 Helpful
0. I have a blue wire connected to terminal C on the old thermostat. Does it get connected on my
Nest? Yes, it gets connected to C on Nest also. That is the common wire of the transformer. Not
Helpful 3 Helpful 3. You can install a volt transformer and a relay. I did this, installing them in

large electrical boxes in my basement; I use the nest to control the relay. The relay supplies
current to my base boards. You have to make certain that the nest receives 24 volts to keep its
battery charged. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 0. Mark Tidwell. Yes, it will. Just download the Nest app
on the Google Play store. Third generation nest thermostats have Farsight, and this allows you
to set the display to show the time or weather, or temperature. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 0. Do I need
to install the red jumper wire of my old thermostat to my Nest learning thermostat? No, the Nest
stats do not need the jumper to be moved over from the old stat. Under certain circumstances,
yes, but certainly not in all applications. I recommend that you go to the official Nest thermostat
website, as they have a great compatibility test tool on there that let's you enter the quantity of
wires that you have and it will tell you if the Nest stat is compatible for you or not. One other
thing, you may see only two wires coming through the wall into your existing thermostat, but
you may also find that the cable contained more wires and the installer didn't need to use them.
In those situations the installer normally tucks the unused wired back into the wall hole, so
definitely check that. My old thermostat only had red and white wires and those go back to a
boiler zone panel. What do I need to do? Are you sure that you have only the two wires coming
from the zone panel to the existing thermostat? What you may find is that it could be that you
have more wires there but the unused ones are tucked back into the wall opening behind the
existing thermostat. The easiest way to check that is to have a look at the end of the cable at the
zone panel and see how many wires it has. Yes, you can. Go to the official Nest thermostat
website and look for the compatibility test tool. Unanswered Questions. I have a white wire
connected e and a blue wire connect to c on my original thermostat. Do I connect the blue wire
to c and white wire to y1 on the nest? My current thermostat has two controls, one for the water
heater and one for the central heating. Can I control both water heating and central heating
using Nest? Do I need a part fitted to the boiler itself or can I just change the thermostat? What
should I do with an orange wire, and a jumper between two reds? Can I connect a humidifier to
my Nest learning thermostat? Include your email address to get a message when this question
is answered. By using this service, some information may be shared with YouTube. You can
access the Nest menu at any time by pressing on the ring. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Submit a Tip
All tip submissions are carefully reviewed before being published. Failure to disconnect the
power before unplugging your thermostat could result in a blown fuse or an electrical shock.
Related wikiHows How to. How to. About This Article. Co-authored by:. Co-authors: Updated:
December 13, Categories: Heating and Cooling. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that
has been read 59, times. Did this article help you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing
to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Related Articles How to. Categories Home and
Garden Heating and Cooling. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our
privacy policy. Follow Us. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the
world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! Or your
thermostat throws an error with no obvious way to fix it. At SmartHomePerfected we always
advise readers not to undertake any work they are not competent in performing and if in any
doubt, it is best to seek the assistance of a professional. To find the correct manual for your
Honeywell Thermostat, it's best to find the specific model number of your device. Honeywell
have been in business for over years so they have a lot of Thermostat models! That is why
we've provided a powerful search function so you can find the exact manual you need. In case
you don't know the specific model number we have also included images of each thermostat
below to guide you. If your model is not listed, we encourage you to leave a comment at the
bottom of the page and we will look to source the correct document and list it. To obtain the
most up to date version of Honeywell thermostat manuals we encourage you to visit the official
Honeywell resource center. The purpose of our resource is to provide manuals which may no
longer be published on the official Honeywell website. Honeywell has been operating for over
years and in that time has produced many hundreds if not thousands of thermostat models.
This makes finding the correct user guide or owner manual tricky as you may inadvertently pick
up the wrong one. In many cases, Honeywell produces a product series that can include a
number of variations of the same thermostat. Choosing the incorrect manual may mean you
have the wrong Honeywell thermostat instructions for wiring or configuring your device. In
addition, Honeywell produces thermostats for various different markets. The manuals listed in
this resource are primarily from the US and UK market however these are also sold
internationally into Canada and the EU, and further afield. These are the most common type of
manual available and contain instructions on how to program and use your thermostat for
heating or cooling. Sometimes these manuals also include installation and wiring instructions
where there is not a separate booklet for reference. A lot of Honeywell thermostats require
professional installation by a registered electrical contractor. A number of models contain
detailed instructions for installation which contain wiring diagrams along with different

variations of installation. As manuals can run to tens or hundreds of pages, a number of models
come with quick-start guides which are visual documents providing users with the high levels
features of the device. Some products also come with spec sheets that highlight the specific
technical specifications of the thermostat. This can be useful if you need to understand the
granular details of the device installed however is generally not that useful for the end-user.
Honeywell has produced a multitude of thermostat types over the last 50 years. These devices
can generally be grouped into the following categories. Each model has its own quirks so I
would recommend you review the user manual for the specific model above to help resolve your
problem. While each user guide differs based on the type of thermostat and type of HVAC
system, you can expect the following to be described in detail in your user manual. We hope
you find the above resource useful in solving your HVAC issues. If you can't find the manual
you need, feel free to leave a comment below and we'll try our very best to source it for you. As
an engineering graduate, I love the idea of using technology to transform how we engage with
the physical world. I definitely get a thrill from automation and am constantly making my own
home smarter! I moved into a house with no instructions for the Honeywell thermostat. I think
the model number is RTHB 10 I think it is set for the temp to go down certain times of the day
and I do not know how to change it. I just want to manually set it when ever I want to adjust it.
Please help. If you enter RTHB in the search above, you will be able to access the manual for
that model. It looks like a program schedule has been set which is why it is going down at
particular times of the day. If you want to bypass the program and simply manually set it, then
press the HOLD button and then press up or down accordingly. This will permanently hold the
temperature and override the schedule. To remove the hold simply press RUN. If anyone
reading this has a copy of it, please submit it to us and we will add to our collection to assist
others. Is it the same manual for the vertical model? I am trying to find the manual for my elderly
parent so he can set the controls it is a programmable thermostat day Model Rthd Serial JA If
you type in RTH into the search bar above, you will be able to download the User Manual which
contains full information on programming that model. There is no specific mention of switching
between Fahrenheit and Celsius in the manuals for the Pro series. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. At SmartHomePerfected our information is
accurate and unbiased. If you buy through links on our site, we may earn a small affiliate
commission at no extra cost to you. Learn more. Show Table of Contents. How to find your
Thermostat Model Number? Honeywell Thermostat Instruction Manuals. Honeywell Thermostat
Instructions. Types of Honeywell Thermostat Manuals. Installation Instructions. Quick Start
Guides. Product Specification. Types of Honeywell Thermostats. Troubleshooting a faulty
Honeywell thermostat. Get up to 4 Free Quotes Now. Smart Home Posted on November 23,
Smart Home Updated on December 22, Show Comments Close Comments. Jenn Posted
January 24, at pm. Looking for manual for model RTHB Daniel Walsh Posted January 24, at pm.
If not let me know D. Kelly Peterson Posted January 14, at am. Daniel Walsh Posted January 14,
at pm. Hope this helps! K Posted December 20, at am. Hi TA manual missing. Daniel Walsh
Posted December 22, at am. Thanks D. THD manual missing. Can you help? Daniel Walsh
Posted December 19, at pm. Cheers D. Asif Posted December 17, at pm. Daniel Walsh Posted
December 17, at pm. Hope this helps D. Asif Posted December 18, at am. Daniel Walsh Posted
December 18, at am. Ah yes, my bad. Renee iovieno Posted December 10, at pm. I am trying to
find the manual for my elderly parent so he can set the controls it is a programmable thermostat
day Model Rthd Serial JA We have no idea how to do it. Daniel Walsh Posted December 11, at
am. Hi Renee, If you type in RTH into the search bar above, you will be able to download the
User Manual which contains full information on programming that model. Hope this helps
Daniel. Matt Krneta Posted November 27, at pm. I have the pro series. How do I change it from
celsius to fahrenheit. Daniel Walsh Posted November 30, at am. Hi Matt, There is no specific
mention of switching between Fahrenheit and Celsius in the manuals for the Pro series. Dennis
Werner Posted November 25, at am. TC manual missing. Daniel Walsh Posted November 27, at
pm. I agree that my submitted data is being collected and stored. For further details on handling
user data, see our Privacy Policy. User Manual Document s Updated: The Round CT87N
Installation Manual Document s Updated: RTH Series. Smart Colour Touchscreen
Programmable Thermostat. Horizontal Non-Programmable Thermostat. CM CM T4 T4HA Wired
7-day Programmable Room Thermostat. T T TA AJ Q TA TB. TD Series TD InspectAPedia
tolerates no conflicts of interest. We have no relationship with advertisers, products, or services
discussed at this website. Guide to using a Nest or other Low Voltage Thermostat with a
switching relay to replace a line voltage V or V room thermostat for electric heat, fan heaters,
radiant floor heat, convector heaters. I researched this and see that this is single pole. I want to
replace this thermostat with the Nest. Reply: There should be wiring instructions in with the
relay. But I don't know you're a specific situation that's why I suggest we need to see the wiring

instructions for the product and switching relay you intend to use, in this case the Aube RCT I
will give these below if you don't already have them. When I disconnect it, there are only 2 wires
connected to it. I know it is single pole, but I don't know if it is V or V as the thermostat says it is
compatible with both. It is not 24V as the wires are thicker. I've attached the diagram for the
AUBE RCT as well as the actual transformer, but since I only have 2 wires from the wall, I do not
understand the diagram and how to hook it up. Does this make sense? Electric heating
baseboards are usually V. A switch is logically simply connecting or not connecting the V
circuit. Your original line voltage thermostat TT was making or breaking closing or opening a
single pole single throw on-off switch on a single V or V wire circuit that powered the electric
heater. Illustrated here: Aube electric switching relay connected to a 3-wire low voltage
thermostat. Therein, look at Figure 1 - connection to a 2-wire low-voltage thermostat. That
illustration shows how the company expects the heater's wires to be connected as well. In their
example Figure 1 one V line voltage wire L2 goes from the electrical panel to the 2-wire electric
electric heater, and the heater's second wire at its "other end" logically as it's a resistive heater
connects to the RED wire in the AUBE RCT controller. Below is an excerpt from the RCT
installation instructions showing a wiring schematic when connecting to a 2-wire low voltage
thermostat and to the electric heater. If it's not present I suspect it's not going to be used and
you'd cap off that wire with a twist-on connector. If you're not certain you know how to do this
correctly and safely I would contact Honeywell owner of Aubetech or aubetch. I attach both sets
of instructions. You'll see in the WarmlyYours pages when the second line voltage wire comes
into use. Rodney, Good news is there's no construction or mechanical systems problem we will
encounter that no one has ever run into before. That means there's almost always a solution. In
this case you want a relay that is sitting between the new thermostat that you want in the line
voltage controls. The thermostat switch is the relay and the relay switch is the control. On by
Rodney - I've been trying to find a digital thermostat to replace the super-innacurate analog
thermostat. I have an Water-to-Air Heating Fan Convector, it does hot and cold water, and the
water temperature is controlled by the building. The motor has 3 speeds and it looks to run off
of wall power so v or so. I've been trying to find a digital thermostat to replace the
super-innacurate analog thermostat, but all I have found are ones that only have a setting for
HEAT but not for COLD. Or a 24v regular digital thermostat that could be wired into the existing
v wiring? For the Aube RCT give a link to the wiring instructions in the article above in case you
don't already have them. Here we show the relay image cited in Help's message. Long timer
reader, first-time poster. I've read through as many posts as possible about this conversion and
I could not really find a use case that matches mine. I have an oil burner that feeds three zones
3 thermostats, 1 in the basement, 1 in the den, 1 in main floor the den was an afterthought
extension by previous homeowners. I mention that because once you see the diagram below
you might notice additions to the original wiring. I've confirmed that my unit is a v unit. I live on
Long Island, NY in a house built in the 60s. Running hot water baseboard heaters through the
house. I would skip all of this and install the AUBE at the Thermostat but my in wall gang box at
each thermostat has 2 wires and the AUBE has 3 so not sure what to do with the third wire, so I
figured I'd go down to the boiler and start with the wiring there. I'm open to running new wires IF
I absolutely had to. In addition to the image, you can see the diagram of the wiring here. Hi, I
wanted to replace my old thermostat but when I opened saw that that none of the wires were as
descrived in any manual from nest, soon realized that I have a high voltage thermostat
controller the White-Rodgers 1A How can I install my new Nest 3rd Generation? I have 5 wires
connected from the thermostat to the wall. Tim I'm kinda nervous about guessing at making
your system work and safe from text and drawings as often there are other on-site features
nobody noticed. But the general wiring connections and controls are pretty straighforward,
starting with the wiring instructions that come with. On by tim planning on hooking up v
hydronic unit fan with 24v honeywell stat using a rib relay ribb. Would like to have someone
check my plan before I do hook it up. I have a generic hydronic unit in my garage and trying to
use what I have for controls. I am thinking hooking line voltage to relay and 24v stat and looping
in fan. I can send my wiring schematic if needed to help view my intention. Honestly I don't
think I understand enough about the requirements. In general I'd not expect to make the garage
a priority zone in a home. Beyond that general concept I worry that I'll mislead you with a
too-specific instruction. I guess pic didn't come through first time. For other readers, "The Taco
Priority Zoning Circulator combines the reliability of the 00 circulator with the convenience and
efficiency of a PC board-mounted switching relay package. Each zoning circulator has low and
high voltage terminal strips for ease of electrical hookup as well as a built-in priority switch. The
priority switch allows the installer to choose the zone that requires the most attention and,
when activated, run only that circulator. Neither am I - let's take care not to pretend I know more
than I do. I' thinking about it though. Very cheap hydronic unit. Didn't even come with any

paperwork. Not concerned too much about running before water coil is hot, but what do you
mean by thermostat switch? I am very open to your suggestions but I am not sure what you
mean by that. On by mod - Fan Coil Heater installation guides and wiring diagrams. Ignoring for
a moment the idea of running the heater fan in the garage before the fan coil unit is hot, a
simple design would have a thermostat switch on both the pump and the fan in response to a
call for heat; else you'd need a temperature sensor in the fan coil unit to delay turning the fan
on until the heat exchanger is hot. You might loop your 24V wire as you suggest, but take care
that you don't overload the low voltage transformer. I just looked quickly at six different
manufacturers' Fan Coil Heater installation guides and wiring diagrams - there are some
suggestions in all of them but I think we ought to find the IO manual for your specific brand and
model fan coil heater to see what that manufacturer expects. Examples of these instructions as
PDF downloads are listed below. The hydronic fan coil in garage is being supplied hot water by
pump in basement. I have v in both areas garage and basement but only 24v wires to tie the two
together. I have a taco priority zoning pump or a taco non priority pump available to use. I would
like to use the non priority pump and am wondering the best way to control the operation of that
pump using only the 24v wires between the pump in the basement and the fan coil in garage. I
was thinking of feeding 24v from basement transformer to stat in garage and then looping the
pump in the basement for this with another RIB relay. Only because I already have the
additional RIB relay available. Or, just using Taco priority zoning pump and tie that to the stat in
the garage. Hope that makes some sense. Look forward to your thoughts. Mike I am sure I don't
have the full picture nor understanding but in general it sounds as if you have two separate
applications: 1. That's perfectly reasonable, though you might see if a Honeywell line voltage
thermostat set-up would be easier and less costly. Operating a basement pump from a location
where you only have low voltage running to the basement. You can run the pump by using
another switching relay located in the basement where you have VAC wiring already to your
pump, switching the relay by your low-voltage wires that run from the switching relay up to
whatever switch or control you intend to use to run the basement pump what sort of pump and
for what application I don't know. I have a hydronic fan coil for my garage that runs off of v. I
would like to control that with a ribb and a 24v honeywell stat. Second item, I also have to turn a
pump on in the basement and only have a 24v wire to do so. My question is can I run power to
fan including the RIB relay. I was planning on having the RIB between the 24v stat and the v fan
circuit. Feeding the stat with a transformer from the basement and including taco priority zoning
pump or non priority pump if possible. Feed back would be greatly appreciated. They are
controlled in Settings. Rich That's really interesting and probably beyond the scope of
imagination of the Nest thermostat engineers, particularly, I'm unclear how one thermostat is
going to recognize what amounts to 3 zones. Or you could use multiple smart thermostats,
Nests or others. I've been experimenting with several of the many alternative "smart switches"
on the market that can turn off VAC circuits, receptacles etc. Wyze is an example. You can set
rules to operate a particular switch such as time of day but no direct connection to thermostat ;.
In addition to the basics explained before in regard to wiring a Nest Learning thermostat to a
high voltage system, I want to use the Nest to set the fan speed of which there are 3. This is a
cooling only fan coil system. The fan coil unit is new, high voltage, and has a motor with 3
speed settings. I'm thinking I need a relay for each fan speed so that the Nest can switch the
relay for the particular speed I want for the fan. This is addition to a low voltage transformer to
run the Nest. The Nest will also require a low voltage relay to run the system. Is this correct? On
by mod - Is it necessary to replace the wire when converting to a low voltage thermostat from a
high voltage thermostat? You cannot use low-voltage wiring for a line voltage thermostat so yes
you'll need new thermostat wiring. However you can leave the old low-voltage wires in place in
the wall - As long as we are sure that there is no high voltage connected anywhere to the wires
now being used to operate the low voltage Thermostat. However you will also need to install a
junction box or suitable enclosure to give room to splice on to each end of the old high voltage
wire the smaller gauge copper thermostat wires that you'll need to connect to the thermostat
terminals - those larger 12 or 14 copper wires won't fit in the little terminals on the low voltage
thermostat. The low voltage thermostat connectors AND the connectors on heating controls at
the other end that are expecting low voltage will be sized for 18 copper - lots smaller. Is it
necessary to replace the wire when converting to a low voltage thermostat from a high voltage
thermostat? Can I convert this thermostat to a low voltage to use with an ecobee? Models are
available for cooling-only, manual heat-cool changeover, or remote heatcool changeover
systems. Hydronic source heat-cool systems may be two or four-pipe configuration with 0, 1, or
2 valves. Fan control options include constant, cycled, or userselectable "On-Auto" operation.
Manual fan speed selection is standard. As you know, the Honeywell TB shown later in this note
is a fan-coil thermostat operating on line voltage. The Honeywell is a VAC operated thermostat.

You understand that you would not connect this thermosat directly to line-voltage VAC. I can
imagine several options, of which neither of the first two is very attractive: 1. There are
additional technical issues like differences in circuit resistance and ampacity. Technically clean
and correct but more-trouble: run a new TT wire from the mechanicals area in your home up to
the new wall thermostat so that you'll have enough control wires. Try a different line-voltage
thermostat See either of these two cross-reference guides:. Convert to a wireless thermostat
that operates over WiFi. There are at least six popular options currently available including. Hi
after pulling the old tstat off the wall I see the have combined the heat and cool call wires
together in a dumb tstat like this one. I can understand but since the new unit will place the
heating and cool calls on different wires how do I handle this? I understand how these relays
work for heating only but when the office flips to a different mode. Hooking in a reply with 24v
step down seems simple enough but how do i handle the fact i am not in total control of the
system mode and yes the apt complex let me sign off saying as long as I give the old tstat they
are happy lol. On by mod - convert a Honeywell ta thermostat on a high voltage circuit to use a
Nest Thermostat Anon It is indeed possible to convert a line voltage thermostat-controlled
heater to use a low voltage room thermostat. The basic approach is to buy a switching relay that
is operated by the low-voltage thermostat and that in turn turns on the VAC or VAC heaters. You
replace the line voltage thermostat with the switching relay, then add low voltage wire from a
transformer to power the Nest or other low-voltage thermostat. Wires from the low voltage
thermostat simply run to and turn on or off the switching relay. The article above on this very
page adds details to that procedure, provides wiring diagrams for a Nest a PDF file and gives
examples of the products you'll need. Please review that information and then don't hesitate to
ask if you have further questions. On by Anonymous hi I have a Honeywell ta thermostat on a
high voltage circuit with five wires connected to it, I would to know how I can convert it to low
voltage so i can put a Nest thermostat, I will attach an image of the thermostat with the wiring
exposed, help would me much appreciated On by Dave J - thank you!!! On by mod - how to
identify the wires when wiring up the Aube RC relay or similar line voltage heat switching relays
I'm a bigger dope so don't worry Dave. Have I got the right Relay? Regards Dave On by Mike
Will the Sube rc t convert line to low voltage thermostat work on the Honeywell smart color
thermostat which is a 24 volt thermostat. On by mod - Stacy You cannot directly connect a line
voltage thermostat to a nest. You need an intermediate device such as we discussed in the
article above on this page. How do you connect this to a transformer switch for low voltage.
Most diagrams show a three wire V coming from the boiler, how would you wire this with only
two wires? It also can control hot water cylinder but not cooling. Table stands are available. So
you have to connect the heat-link to old t. On by mod - Michael Having installed a numb er of
Nest thermostats now, I'm still not an expert. But you should be able to use a DMM or VOM to
confirm which wires are providing the low voltage expected by the thermostat. While some
room thermostats will operate on battery power alone, in my OPINION it's better to let the
batteries function just as backup power - as otherwise I worry that batteries die in the midst of a
cold snap when you're away from home - possibly resulting in no neat and frozen pipe damage.
On by Michael S Hello. I do not have a common wire on the boiler. I am trying to connect the
Nest to this boiler. The existing thermostat is V. When removed, there are 2 wires coming from
the wall. I can use the RCT to convert it down to 24V, but it has a red, black, and white wire The
diagrams are confusing. I need a common wire, as the battery will not stay charged. Ask a
Question or Search InspectApedia Try the search box just below, or if you prefer, post a
question or comment in the Comments box below and we will respond promptly. Search the
InspectApedia website. Note: appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your
comment contains an image, web link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web
link, your posting will appear after it has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the
delay. Switching sub-bases provide manual control of heating, cooling and fan. The book
provides comprehensive coverage of wiring and technical specifications, and now includes
increased coverage of combination boilers, recently developed control features and SEDBUK
Seasonal Efficiency of Domestic Boilers in the UK boilers ratings, where known. In addition to
providing concise details of nearly different boilers fuelled by electric, gas, oil and solid fuel,
and over programmers and time switches, this invaluable resource also features numerous
easy-to-understand wiring diagrams with notes on all definitive systems. Brief component
descriptions are provided, along with updated contact and website details for most major
manufacturers. Tel: Email: info carsondunlop. Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive
home inspection education and report writing material. The text is intended as a reference guide
to help building owners operate and maintain their home effectively. Field inspection
worksheets are included at the back of the volume. Just ask us! Comment Form is loading
comments When wiring, each wire should be identified by what terminal s it connects to, never

by color. If you do not know the terminal that each wire connects to, it may be necessary to go
to the HVAC system and look at the designations on the control board. See the diagram below
for what each wire controls on your system:. If you have a dual-fuel system, or are unsure, it is
recommended that you contact a Professional HVAC Contractor to continue. To protect your
equipment, turn off the power at the breaker box or switch that controls your heating and
cooling equipment. To make sure that your system is off, change the temperature on your
existing thermostat so that your system starts heating or cooling. If you don't hear or feel the
system turn on within 5 minutes, the power is off. If you have a digital thermostat that has a
blank display, you can skip this step. Next, remove your existing thermostat from the wall plate.
Most thermostats pull directly off the wall. However, some lift from the bottom and lever off, and
others have a locking tab. The next step is to take a picture of your wiring. When taking the
picture, please make sure that the terminal markings are clearly visible. If you see terminals
labeled A B C, or 1 2 3 then your new thermostat may not be directly compatible, as your system
requires a communicating thermostat. If you see thick, black or red wires then you have a line
voltage system. This type of wiring requires a line voltage thermostat and is not compatible with
low voltage thermostats. If you see wires connected to terminals labeled G1,G2,G3, you will
need a thermostat capable of controlling multiple fan speeds, none of our retail thermostats are
compatible with this system type. What you should typically see is 18 - gauge solid core wire.
The most common configuration is five wires, however you could see as few as two, and as
many as ten. Any wire that is present, but not connected to a terminal you will want to make a
note of, but you will not label these wires. Using the photos that you took, remove each wire one
at time and label it. After you have removed and labeled all wires you can unscrew, remove the
old thermostat wall plate and mount the new thermostat's wall plate. If we recommend placing a
wire in a terminal, do not move it to another terminal if we address it later in the guide. You will
typically have one or two out of those three. If you just have one wire, regardless if it's labeled
RC, it will go into the R terminal, and the jumper connecting terminals R and RC will be in place.
Some thermostats have a jumper switch, some have a metal staple, others may have a plug, and
the jumper may also just be a wire connecting the two terminals. If you have more than one wire
you have a wire labeled R, and another wire labeled Rc for example you can remove any
jumpers between the R and Rc terminals, or push the switch to open the RC terminal so you can
insert a wire. Next, let's talk about the C, or common wire. If you have a Trane model thermostat,
and have a wire labeled X or B refer to your thermostat manual. In some cases, one of those
wires may be your common. If you have a C wire, place it into the C terminal on your wall plate.
A heat pump runs your compressor for both heating and cooling. Locate any unconnected wire
labeled W or W1. Professional Contractor Support Call any of the product support numbers
above and select the 'Contractor' option. How do I wire my thermostat? Last updated. Please
follow the below guide for the basic wiring walkthrough: To protect your equipment, turn off the
power at the breaker box or switch that controls your heating and cooling equipment. Review
your pictures. This type of wiring requires a line voltage thermostat and is not compatible with
low voltage thermostats If you see wires connected to terminals labeled G1,G2,G3, you will need
a thermostat capable of controlling multiple fan speeds, none of our retail thermostats are
compatible with this system type. Now, let's cover wiring configurations. Let's take a look at the
G wire. This wire will go to the G terminal on your new thermostat. Was this article helpful?
Thanks for your feedback! What should we do to improve this article? Message us on Twitter for
help with our products. Connect with an agent for quick assistance. Online chat Offline chat.
Speak directly with an agent for help with our products. Quick Links. See also: Product Data ,
User Manual. Table of Contents. With redlink touch screen programmable thermostat 43 pages.
Power the Thermostat Installer Setup Installer System Test Page 2: Specifications If you have
additional questions, need further information, or would like to comment on our products or
services, please write or phone: Your local Honeywell Automation and Control Products Sales
Office check white pages of your phone directory. CU Remote Indoor Sensor dimensions in in.
See Fig. Table 1. Selecting Terminal Identifications Insert the mounting screws into the holes
and tighten. System Type. Terminal Designation Descriptions. Avoid these practices to assure
Mount the sensor where see Fig. A vertically-mounted standard 2 x 4 in. When the thermostat is
first powered, the display is ready set the calendar and time. Press and release the System Key.
Installer Setup Menu. Minimum compressor off time is bypassed Off- Both heating and cooling
systems Page 22 VisionPRO TM Touchscreen Programmable Thermostat See the screen below
to review how the thermostat Press and hold the center blank key for approximately five
seconds until the screen changes. See Table 5 for the User Setup numbers and settings. User
Setup Settings. Visit the Energy Star Furnace air filter web site at See Fan Schedule Press
Sched key. Press Leave key and repeat step 5. Press Return key and repeat If the Fan program
is scheduled, Auto is shown and any programmable mode that is set; for example, if during

Wake period, Set Time On--overrides Fan schedule. Fan is continuously Circ--overrides Fan
schedule. Fan circulates randomly Press More key; the remaining days can be edited using the
More key or from the Installer Setup. Sensor Resistance at Outdoor Temperature. Use an
ohmmeter to measure resistance across the sensor. Display does not come Thermostat is not
being powered. Check that AAA batteries are installed correctly and are good. Temperature
settings do not The upper or lower temperature limits Check temperature This manual is also
suitable for: Visionpro th Visionpro th Visionpro th Print page 1 Print document 41 pages.
Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from
disk. Upload from URL. In short, Wi-Fi thermostats need more power to run that always-on Wi-Fi
connection. The C-wire a common wire that delivers a continuous flow of electricity to your
thermostat. They are functionally identical. Most of the work is in twisting wires together and
matching colors. Installation takes first-timers about an hour, start to finish. Instructions are
included with the adapter. You will need access to both your furnace wiring and your thermostat
wiring. Expect a little ambiguity as your furnace panel will invariably vary from the one shown,
but anyone savvy enough to install the thermostat itself should be able to handle this project.
We highly recommend the Venstar Add-a-Wire adapter. And keep replacing it, if your home
lacks a C-wire. For best results, we recommend installing a C-wire or a C-wire adapter. I have
three wires in my existing progammable thermostat and want to upgrade to a wifi thermostat. I
have wires connected to W, Y and R linked to Rc. Good question! The Venstar company makes
thermostats in addition to the Add-a-Wire and their support might be familiar with a greater
variety of wiring setups. Their support email address is: thermostatsupport venstar. Thanks for
your posting. I have four thermostats for four zones. Only one of these controls the AC and it
has a blue wire. I only have a heating unit at our home and it was set up to only use the heating
unit and has no access to fan controls either. Very basic but has worked fine until I hooked up
the Nest. Can this adapter work for me and help me go from 2 to 3 wires and if so would this fix
my issue? I only have 2 wires running from the Furnace as far as I can see. Looks like garage
door wiring actually. The unit is newer and whoever installed basically cut the old wire at the
wall and used the existing 2 wire to splice into to run a few extra feet. Though a bit more money,
I decided to try the Nest. I confirmed this by calling their toll free number. I installed two of these
yesterday and they seem to be working fine. When the hot liquid reaches a certain temperature
the furnace cuts but the liquid keeps circulating until the set temperature is reached. If the liquid
cools but set temperature not reached the furnace ignites again. This cycle continues until the
set temperature is reached. I, too, only have 2 wires and no common wire. What I found is that it
ran fine, for a few days, then my furnace started acting funny, e. Other times, the fan would turn
on and off, every 2 seconds, over and over and over. Since the Nest is stealing power from the
motherboard, to charge itself, some motherboards start acting strangely. The only solution is to
wire new furnace wire that includes a common wire. No way to avoid it. You should not have
any problem. Nissan is click here expected to carry this tool as it enables the electrician to
make the best decision to ensure the promotion. While buyingelectrical appliances people need
to make sure to establish a business. There are two individual V wires that provide the best
electricians with a certain amount of experience for certain kinds of Oregon contractor work
mostly commercial contracting. It is not possible to run the WiFi features of the thermostat on
AA batteries alone unless you like changing batteries every couple hours. I have a heating
system with just a W and R wire, can i use this to add a C wire for a wifi thermostat? Not that I
know of, unfortunately. Wifi is too power-consuming to get by on battery alone in the long run. I
tried the nest and they lyric, both would not work. I have a 4 wire system, but no common wire.
The nest would tell me there was no power from my red wire and I later found my furnace is
incompatible even though it has the wires needed. Yes Lux Geo Powered one with batteries And
one with usb I have a red and white wire set up For 2 homes Both work fine Great and
reasonably price Plus good rebate offers. Wifi needs electricity Power sharing or stealing is not
dependable Reason it can run on batteries No fancy screen. In fact there is! You need to make it
very clear these are only compatible with 2 wire systems by adding a power supply or replacing
2 conductor cable with 3 or more conductor. I do not have a furnace only a monitor propane
wall heater. Used the G wire to hook up my Emerson sensi. Wifi worked for two hours and then
stopped. Will this device work on a monitor heater? I only have 2 wires for my thermostat that is
in a double wide. Will the constant work with 2 wires? Hows it going my furnace doesnt have a
C spot at all would there be another spot that would be the same? I have a T spot!! Thank you!!
Hi Ryan, did you ever get this resolved? I have two T terminals on my furnace. Ran new wire
from the thermostat so I just need to get the C-terminal added to the furnace somehowâ€¦. My
furnace control board has C-common connection which used for another device power source
but not the thermostat. Will that be ok if I use 2 Common wire for one connection on the board.
Great info. I bought a wifi thermostat from sensicomfort. They took the units back I got 3 and

should have charged them for wasting my time. Installation seems straightforward. However, I
also have another 2 wire red connected at R and white connected at Y. Plan to connect 4
existing wires: Thermostat: red to R, white to W, green to C, blue to blue add a wire diode. I
believe the two wire line goes to the transformer. Look forward to your response. Furnace is
American Standard , Freedom 95, single stage. Apparently, there is a lo
1991 ford festiva parts
ford 4 speed overdrive manual transmission
2003 ford explorer manual repair pdf
t of cost and hastle. Can I use the following two wire switch with my Ecobee 4 with Alexa? I
discovered no c wire. Without knowing what all it involved, I found the blue wire tucked into the
wire bundle as it had been cut off since not in use. I stripped it and applied it to my thermostat.
Still no power. I then went down to my furnace to see the blue wire was not hooked up either it
was just wrapped around the same wire bundle going to the thermostat. I stripped it and hooked
it to the C terminal on the furnace. Now the C terminal had a white and brown already attached
going to the AC. But you can hook more wires to the C. You can hook the 3 right into the
terminal or you can bundle them together with a 4 wire called a pigtail then you only have one
single wire hooked to the C terminal. User preference. I have a Nest thermostat. Which model of
the Venstar do I need to hook up my C wire? Some really interesting points you have written.
Helped me a lot, just what I was searching for :D.

